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Committee members:
Chair: Ron Miasnikov
Deputy chair: NAME to be advised

• Alyia Ananina
• Ray Williams
• Tamara Kyon
• Silvia Wagner
• Sébastien Chambet
• Rai Ahmed
• Kristian Moxnes

AE events – 2019
World cup – Eloy - USA
CJ – Silvia Wagner

9 freestyle teams and 6 freefly teams. About half of the teams were new.
Very nice level. A half day competitor workshop at the end of the competition, brainstorming new compulsories for 2021 and fine tuning some of the rules. All teams participated and showed great interest in the process. See CJ report.

3rd Indoor world championship – Lille, France
CJ – Jami Pillasch

23 Freestyle open competitors
14 Freestyle junior competitors
See CJ report.
Proposals for changes to competition rules 2020

• Outdoor AE –
  - Small adjustment to the compulsories guidelines
  - Judging compulsories – only 10% for presentation (was 20%)
  - difficulty table was rebuilt to cover all options.
  - Working time – small change – 43 sec for Freefly and 45 for Freestyle.

  **Indoor Solo Freestyle:**
  o Suggestion for new compulsories for 2021.

**Future events**

*Skydiving –*

2020 – Mondial - Russia

*Indoor –*

April 2020 – world cup and European championship - Belgium

**Judges training courses**

Two AE judges training courses were given during 2019.
June – klatovy, CZ – 3 new judges + 1 re evaluation
September – Ice Mountain Belgium – 1 new FAI judge
The list of FAI current judges is still very short. We would like to encourage more judges, especially pro flyers to join.
See proposal for a change in the judging training and nomination process from Israel.

**Budget - Judges training aids**

The competitors are keep asking for new animations and/or videos to explain compulsories.
There are no changes in the compulsories for 2020, so we have 2 years to work on new animations.
There is a proposal from an animator who made similar animations for AXIS training center in Eloy – 1500 USD.

Ron Miasnikov